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Rebel with
a Cause

Through rock ‘n’ roll concerts, Rock the
Cause raises money for nonprofits and
spreads the importance of philanthropy
to the next generation.

IN 2005, SCOTT HEROLD’S GOOD FRIEND RACHEL
MACULAY WAS DIAGNOSED WITH TERMINAL BRAIN
CANCER. Knowing Herold was lead singer of local band

Midnight Mo Experience and an all-around connected
musician, Rachel’s husband, Scott Keever, inquired if
there was a way to plan a day of music in celebration of
Rachel’s life. Held in February of that year at Anadine
Arts Center in St. Paul, the event showcased 14 bands
and welcomed more than 400 attendees, raising $25,000
for the family. Maculay died a few days later.
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Through just a handful of events,
Rock the Cause has raised nearly
$50,000 for local causes.
The following year, Herold’s friend Jade, a
student at Watershed High School, a public
charter school in Minneapolis, came to him
when her school was in danger of closing
its doors. Herold once again gathered local
musicians, including The Alarmists and
White Light Riot, for a fund-raiser to help
increase awareness of the budget cuts, as
well as raise approximately $5,000. “The
residual was much larger coupled with
an emergency capital campaign through
the school,” Herold says. “The story made
the front page of the Star Tribune and the
morning edition on MPR. The kids were
interviewed. They got to see firsthand that
they can make an impact.”
And thus, Rock the Cause was born.
HISTORY OF ROCK
An organization with a mission to raise
awareness, visibility and membership for
nonprofits, Rock the Cause plans, markets
and staffs concert events around the Twin
Cities. What started as a group of five or
six has grown to 30 volunteers running the
501c3 organization, with a database of an
additional 150 volunteers. Through just a

handful of events in the past 18 months,
Rock the Cause has raised nearly $50,000
for local causes.
When Herold was a kid growing up in
Nebraska City, Neb., rock ‘n’ roll played a
big part in his life. “I remember the first time
[my dad] brought home Bruce Springsteen’s
Born to Run, sitting there with the Zenith
stereo and the headphones on and hearing
about the lives that Bruce had created.”
This influence led him to take up singing,
piano, clarinet and guitar, study theater
arts in college, write plays and produce his
own records.
Herold moved to the Twin Cities in
1989, and after living the artist’s life for
a few years, he realized he had to make
some money. He began a career in sales,
selling leather furniture. He moved up the
corporate ladder and now provides business development consulting to companies
such as 3M and Proctor & Gamble, teaching
them how to increase their
sales velocity in organizations such as Target and
Supervalu. He works 40 to
50 hours per week at his day

In November at the Varsity Theater, Rock the Cause presented the second annual
Glitter Ball, a ‘70s Glam Rock show for the Minnesota AIDS project and Clare Housing.
n
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job, while putting in 30 to 40 hours per week
at Rock the Cause.
“I read an article about the top CEOs who
have made a difference in charitable giving,”
he says. “One of the concurrent themes
with each of them was that these are the
guys who care about helping other people
be successful. They’re up at two and three
in the morning answering e-mails about
a fund-raiser they’re involved in. I’m that
kind of guy.”
WHO ROCKS
On a Wednesday night this past September
at First Avenue, Rock the Cause threw a
Beatles Tribute Benefit Concert called All
You Need is Love, for Free Arts Minnesota,
an organization that helps abused and atrisk children express themselves through
art. Open to people 18 years and older, the
concert cost $15 at the door, and showcased
bands that played Fab Four covers. The
concert was announced on the radio almost
daily two weeks leading up to the event,
and The Onion ran full-page ads. Through
this grassroots, complimentary publicity
that Rock the Cause gets for every show
it produces, Herold believes up to 25,000
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people learn about the nonprofit. Almost
400 people came out for the Beatles tribute
concert and it cost only $1,000 to put it on.
In the end, Rock the Cause turned over 80
percent of the net to the cause.
So, 400 people at $15 a head minus
expenses can’t make that much of a profit,
right? Well, that’s not the ROI for which
Herold, or the nonprofit, is looking. They’re
seeking exposure to a certain demographic:
21- to 40-year-olds.
“Other philanthropic organizations will
take $30,000 of sponsored money, throw an
outrageous party for $90 a ticket and only
give $11,000 back to the charity,” Herold says.
“They won’t actively sign up volunteers or
actively engage people back into that charity.
After a show like the one at First Avenue, we
end up turning over to the cause about 75
new names they can pursue for volunteer
or donor opportunities.”
When asked why this generation is so
important for causes to reach, Herold points
to Woodstock, even though he was only 2
years old at the time of the famous rock
festival. “Who would have thought that
one day some of those kids could write a
$100,000 check to charity?” he says. “No
one. I understand the past, so I can see the
future.” Rock ‘n’ roll is coming back around,
he says, and young adults are gravitating
toward the music that sends a message
about being heard and changing your lot
in life. And, when the Woodstock baby

boomers are gone, nonprofits will need
a new donor base.
“I’ve seen a 28-year-old woman pay $1,300
for a Bob Dylan-signed Stratocaster [guitar],
so to say this generation doesn’t have the
ability and the means to [contribute] is
dead wrong,” Herold says. “It’s just that they
want to know their money is going to work,
and if they’re going to get off MySpace or
[Playstation’s] Rock Band, they want it to
be worth it.”
HOW TO ROCK
If a nonprofit is interested in working with
Rock the Cause, they apply through the Web
site (www.irockthecause.org). Herold wants
to hear why they want to reach the 21- to
40-year-old demographic and what they
plan to do with the money to impact the
community. Rock the Cause works with the
organization to express what’s “sexy” about
what they’re doing and Herold goes over a
spreadsheet that provides a cost estimation,
the amount of sponsorship dollars and the
potential payoff.
Then they develop a theme. “Who are the
legendary bands that people love that either
you can’t see anymore or still have strong
record sales, or have strong sales but they’re
not touring?” Herold says. “Why not throw a
Guns ‘n’ Roses tribute? Get a bunch of hair
bands together, tell people to come in ’80s
costumes—it’ll be a hit.”
Next, they reach out to the bands. A
majority of the bands they contact volunteer to be in a show. Playing a Rock the
Cause event is seen as a rite of passage,
and many of these bands—typically made
up of members in the same demographic
as the intended audience—look at it as an
opportunity to do something good. The
bands receive exposure as well, in turn
receiving calls from nightclubs and playing
shows with other bands they meet through
Rock the Cause.
Once they have a potential lineup, the
organization contacts venues in search of
open dates. Because Rock the Cause brings
in good bands, maps out the event beforehand and handles all the promotion, the
venue reaps the benefits in the end. “The
venue gets to come to us and say, ‘You guys

did a hell of a job on Wednesday night, let’s
do something again and let’s make it bigger
and bolder and better,’” Herold says.
After working out promotion opportunities and the technical aspects that come
with working with a bunch of different
bands in one night, the event team starts
planning the schedule. Are they doing any
pre-events to promote the event? What time
should each band be on stage? Where and
how should they set up merchandise? Once
the details are figured out, Rock the Cause
turns to its own volunteer list and recruits
people to help out. Within 10 days after the
event, Herold settles with the cause and cuts
them a check.
In just a short time, Rock the Cause has
made a name for itself. It officially became
a 501c3 organization in July 2007; in spring
2008 a class of business students from St.
Thomas helped the organization improve
its business plan and conduct marketing
research; and it grew from a budget of
only $300 to operating on about $15,000.
But, it’s looking to do even more. In 2009,
Herold hopes to use his organization’s good
reputation to get venues on board first,
and see what bands they can help pull into
an event. He’s also toying around with the
idea of bringing Rock the Cause chapters to
campuses around the state and the nation,
understanding that student-run groups
would definitely jump at the chance to
raise awareness and money for local causes
through rock ‘n’ roll.
“All along the way I’ve had a unique experience and know what it takes to create and
produce music, to produce theater and
events,” Herold says. “At the same time, I
have an entrepreneurial acumen toward
business that I can look at an organization
like Rock the Cause and say there’s some
old-school, nonprofit stuff that has to happen, but let’s break the mold a little bit. Let’s
be a little different.”
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Scott Herold
CEO & Founder, Rock the Cause
rockstar@irockthecause.org
www.irockthecause.org
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